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By Jude Deveraux

SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 170 x 104 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. What if your most closely guarded wishes suddenly began to come true?
Graduate student Gemma Ranford wants the job cataloging the documents of one of Edilean s
oldest families so much that she is ready to do battle to get it. Desperate to finish her dissertation,
she s sure that investigating the Frazier family history will yield new information to invigorate her
research. But she is surprised to find among the papers references to the legend of the Heartwishes
Stone, a magical talisman said to grant wishes to anyone named Frazier. And as she spends more
time with the family in their small Virginia town, she realizes that the most secret wishes of each of
the Fraziers are coming true and that she s falling hopelessly in love with Colin, the Fraziers eldest
son. But now that the Stone s powers have been awakened, so have the designs of an international
thief. Gemma and Colin must find the Stone before it can be used against the family but not before
each of their deepest desires is fulfilled. . . .
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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